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The mission of the Imperial Maku Financial Office is to ensure the implementation and restoration of 

all constructive agreements, equity contracts and treaties of the Imperial CMYE Government for the 

Republic via the Continental Mu'urish Yamaxi Empire pursuant to the Imperial Moorish Al Moroccan 

(American) Empire/Imperial Royal Kingdom; and to negotiate in the international arena with integrity 

and zeal, also to manage the assets of the Imperial Royal Purse for the Imperial CMYE Government 

for the Republic, as well as ensure the implementation and management of assets for the Emperial 

Royal Purse for the Emperial Royal House of Tunica-Thunder Fire.  In l'esprit d'excellence, intégrité, 

and dévouement, the mission of the Imperial Maku Financial Office is also to maintain a strong economy 

and create economic and job opportunities by promoting the conditions that enable economic growth 

and stability within the Country of United -states/Imperial Royal Kingdom, and abroad. The Imperial 

Executive Office strengthens all levels of financial security by combating threats and protecting the 

integrity of the financial system, and manages the finances and resources of the Imperial CMYE 

Government for the Republic-ICMYEGR effectively.  The Imperial Maku Financial Office is 

committed to providing timely, accurate, clear and complete information and support to other Imperial 

Executive Council and Maku Management members, NAMA/Moroccan-Americans and the 

Imperial Royal Kingdom at large.  The Imperial CMYE Government for the Republic is the Imperial 

Executive House responsible for promoting economic prosperity and ensuring the financial security of 

the Imperial Royal Kingdom/Country of United -states, uSA/USA.  The Imperial Executive 

House is responsible for a wide range of activities such as advising the Imperial Chancellor-IC on 

economic and financial issues, encouraging sustainable economic growth, and fostering improved 

governance in transactions between the Imperial Bennu Global Financial Institution and other financial 

institutions.  The Imperial Maku Financial Office via the Imperial CMYE Treasury operates and 

maintains systems that are critical to the Imperial Royal Kingdom's financial infrastructure, such as the 

production of NAMA Gold Sovereign Bonds, Coins and Currency; and the disbursement of 

payments to the global economy; the equity/credit management and appropriations necessary to run 

the Imperial CMYE Government for the Republic/Imperial Royal Kingdom, uSA/USA.  The 

Imperial Executive House per the Imperial Bennu Global Financial Institution works with all World 

Governments, United Nations States, USA Governmental Agencies, and international financial 

institutions to encourage global economic growth, raise standards of living, and to the extent possible, 

predict and prevent economic and financial crises.  The Imperial Bennu Global Financial Institution 

also performs a critical and far-reaching role in enhancing its international security by identifying and 

targeting the Imperial Financial Support networks of international security threats, and improving the 

safeguards for the Imperial Royal Kingdom-Emperial/Imperial Financial Systems. 
 

The Imperial CMYE Government for the Republic has a strategic plan that outlines the goals 

and objectives for achieving the ICMYEGR's missions, serving as an internal decision-making 

guide. The ICMYEGR publishes its strategic plan every five years, aligning with the Office for 

the Protector, IIMC, Imperial Executive Council & Maku Management, also all NAMA/ 

Moroccan-Americans for the Imperial Royal Kingdom, uSA/USA. 

 

 


